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Vestibular rehabilitation therapy (VRT) is an exercise-based treatment program designed to promote vestibular adaptation and substitution. The goals of VRT are 1) to enhance gaze stability, 2)
to enhance postural stability, 3) to improve vertigo, and 4) to improve activities of daily living.
VRT facilitates vestibular recovery mechanisms: vestibular adaptation, substitution by the other
eye-movement systems, substitution by vision, somatosensory cues, other postural strategies,
and habituation. The key exercises for VRT are head-eye movements with various body postures
and activities, and maintaining balance with a reduced support base with various orientations of
the head and trunk, while performing various upper-extremity tasks, repeating the movements
provoking vertigo, and exposing patients gradually to various sensory and motor environments.
VRT is indicated for any stable but poorly compensated vestibular lesion, regardless of the patient’s age, the cause, and symptom duration and intensity. Vestibular suppressants, visual and
somatosensory deprivation, immobilization, old age, concurrent central lesions, and long recovery from symptoms, but there is no difference in the final outcome. As long as exercises are performed several times every day, even brief periods of exercise are sufficient to facilitate vestibular recovery. Here the authors review the mechanisms and the key exercises for each of the VRT
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goals.
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Introduction
Most peripheral vestibular lesions have a benign etiology
and undergo spontaneous resolution due to the self-limiting
nature of the condition and the process of central nervous system (CNS) compensation.1 Vestibular compensation results
from active neuronal changes in the cerebellum and brainstem
in response to sensory conflicts produced by vestibular pathology.2 Occasionally, even in the absence of an ongoing vestibular lesion, poor compensation or maladaptive postural control strategies are adopted.2 Vestibular rehabilitation programs
capitalize on the innate plasticity of the balance system to adcc This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0) which permits unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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vance the natural compensation process.1
The earliest vestibular rehabilitation therapy (VRT), called
the Cawthorne-Cooksey exercises, was developed by Cawthorne and Cooksey to treat patients with labyrinth injury resulting from surgery or head injury.3,4 They found that exercises designed to encourage head and eye movements hastened
the patient’s recovery. Their value in managing all forms of
peripheral vestibular disorders rapidly became apparent, and
they now form the mainstay of treatment for this group of patients. The exercises for vestibular rehabilitation can be categorized into two types: 1) physical therapy for vestibular hypofunction and 2) canalith repositioning therapy for benign
paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV). This paper focuses
on physical therapy for vestibular hypofunction, also known
as VRT, balance rehabilitation therapy, and balance retraining therapy.
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Indications
VRT is indicated for the following conditions
Stable vestibular lesion
VRT is indicated for any condition characterized by a stable
vestibular deficit, in which evaluation reveals no evidence of a
progressive process and the patient’s natural compensation process appears to be incomplete.2
Central lesions or mixed central and peripheral lesions
Patients with stable CNS lesions or mixed central and peripheral lesions should not be excluded from treatment, although
their prognoses are likely to be more limited than the average
patient with a stable peripheral injury.2 A trend for the overall
performance to be worse for mixed central-peripheral disease
than for pure unilateral peripheral disease was seen, but no
significant differences have been identified.
Head injury
Patients with head injuries suffer from significant disability
due to vestibular symptoms. Their conditions often include cognitive and central vestibular involvement along with a peripheral component. VRT techniques are therefore used as a supplement to a comprehensive, multidisciplinary head-injury
program.2
Psychogenic vertigo
Patients with panic disorder and other anxiety disorders often
seek treatment for ill-defined vestibular symptoms. After appropriate evaluation is performed, VRT may be recommended as an adjunctive measure for their condition. If the anxiety
is mild, VRT functions as a behavioral intervention similar to
exposure therapy for the treatment of phobias. If the anxiety
component is significant, and particularly if panic attacks are
frequent, psychiatric intervention will also be required.2
Elderly with dizziness
In older adults with symptoms of dizziness and no documented vestibular deficits, the addition of vestibular-specific gaze
stability exercises to standard balance rehabilitation results
in a greater reduction in fall risk.5
Vertigo with uncertain etiology
It is not always possible for the physician to determine whether the patient’s complaints are due to stable vestibular disease
with inadequate central compensation or to unstable labyrinthine function.2 For the patients in whom the cause of vertigo
is not clarified despite extensive diagnostic efforts, an empirical trial of vestibular physical therapy may be a helpful option.

Identifying patients for whom the symptoms are not the direct
result of a vestibular lesion does not prevent the use of vestibular rehabilitation as an adjunct treatment.6
BPPV
One study found that residual dizziness after successful repositioning was observed in two-thirds of patients with BPPV,
and disappeared within 3 months without specific treatment
in all cases.7 Nevertheless, balance training may be necessary
after treating BPPV.8

Situations Where VRT
Is Not Indicated
Habituation will be almost impossible for an unstable lesion,
and VRT is generally useless if the patient has ongoing labyrinthine pathology.2 Patients whose symptoms occur only in
spontaneous episodes, such as seen with Ménière’s disease,
are unlikely to benefit from VRT. VRT is unsuccessful in patients with only spontaneously occurring events of disequilibrium, especially if the spontaneous vertigo or disequilibrium
develops more than once per month.9 The primary objective in
such patients is to prepare them for anticipated dizziness rather than to make any permanent change in their vestibular condition.10 Patients suspected of perilymphatic fistula whose
condition deteriorates during exercise therapy are more likely
to benefit from other treatments such as surgery.9

Natural Course of Peripheral
Vestibular Lesions
The symptoms and signs of acute vestibular neuritis are derived from static imbalance and dynamic disturbances in inputs from the semicircular canals and otolithic organs. Static
imbalance refers to differences in the level of tonic discharge
within the vestibular nuclei when the head is motionless, and
dynamic disturbances refer to impaired compensatory responses during head movements.11 Static signs comprise nystagmus (semicircular canal origin), subjective visual vertical,
subjective visual horizontal, ocular tilt reaction, and lateropulsion (otolithic sign). Dynamic signs include vestibulo-ocular
reflex (VOR) asymmetry (semicircular canal sign), ocular counter-rolling, and postural instability (otolithic sign).12
Otolith dysfunction appears to improve more rapidly than
canal-related impairments during short-term follow-up.13 Static signs and symptoms gradually abate within weeks, even in
the presence of continued peripheral dysfunction. However,
if vestibular function does not recover, dynamic signs will persist for life, leading to blurred vision and imbalance when patients turn their head toward the side of the affected labyrinth.14
www.thejcn.com
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Most patients will be able to walk within 48 hours, and most
can return to normal activities within about 2 weeks. After 3
months, most will be as well as they are ever going to be, which
is subjectively back to normal. At that time most patients will
show only minor abnormalities of static vestibular function,
such as 1-2 deg/s spontaneous nystagmus in darkness only,
often accentuated by head shaking or application of vibration to
the mastoid, a slight ipsilesional deviation of the subjective
visual horizontal or subjective visual vertical, and rotation
toward the side of the lesion during the stepping test.12 In general, improved function can be expected within 6 weeks, but
time needed for function to improve increases with the duration of the problem.15 For patients who have undergone resection of an acoustic neuroma, their performance during the
Romberg test with the eyes closed 3 days after surgery is predictive of whether they will benefit from brief vestibular adaptation exercises. This may be applied to patients with acute
unilateral vestibular dysfunction.16 The recurrence rate of vestibular neuritis is low, and no recurrences are observed in the
initially affected ear. However, a relapse may go undetected
in those with a persistent and complete unilateral vestibular
deficit.14 The symptoms may either worsen or be relieved during vestibular adaptation exercises; this seems to be a common
pattern during improvement and is related to overactivity during the good days, which causes excessive fatigue resulting
in increased symptoms within 24-36 hours.1 Even after vestibular compensation is achieved and symptoms are largely resolved, there may be occasional periods of symptomatic relapse due to decompensation. This may be triggered by a
period of inactivity, extreme fatigue, a change in medications,
or an intercurrent illness. A relapse of vestibular symptoms in
this setting does not necessarily imply ongoing or progressive
labyrinthine dysfunction.2

Principles of VRT
The overall mechanisms of recovery from vestibular lesions
are vestibular adaptation and vestibular substitution. The vestibular adaptation approach is similar to that described by
Cawthorne for patients with persistent disequilibrium.17 Vestibular adaptation involves readjusting the gain of the VOR
or vestibulospinal reflex, whereas vestibular substitution employs alternative strategies to replace the lost vestibular function.12,18 The term “vestibular compensation” is used mostly
as a synonym for vestibular substitution,17 but it is sometimes
also used to describe the general recovery from unilateral vestibular deafferentiation syndrome. Thus, the term “well compensated” is used to describe fully functional recovery, while
“poorly compensated” is applied to describe a partial recovery.
The term “decompensation” is adopted to describe a near to-
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tal relapse.19 A patient who describes a severe vestibular crisis
at onset, with continuous disequilibrium or motion-provoked
vertigo persisting or recurring, is probably uncompensated.
This is true even though specific abnormalities are not apparent during vestibular testing.2
The goals of VRT are 1) enhancing gaze stability, 2) enhancing postural stability, 3) improving vertigo, and 4) improving
daily living activities.20 The principles of VRT based on the
goals thereof are described below.

Enhancing gaze stability
Vestibular adaptation
Gaze instability is due to the decreased gain of the vestibular response to head movements.20 The best stimulus for increasing
the gain of the vestibular response is the error signal induced
by retinal slip,18 which is the image motion on the retina during head motion.21 Retinal slip can be induced by horizontal
or vertical head movements while maintaining visual fixation
on a target. The target can be placed either within an arm’s length or across the room (Fig. 1A).16 Repeated periods of retinal slip induce vestibular adaptation. However, not all head
movements result in a VOR gain change. Horizontal (yaw plane) and vertical (pitch plane) head movements are effective,
whereas head movements in the roll plane do not induce sufficient changes in the VOR gain.18
There are several ways to increase the effectiveness of vestibular adaptation during head movements. First, various amplitudes of retinal slip should be applied. Training that involves progressively increasing retinal slip errors is more effective than the use of sudden, large errors.22 To increase the magnification factor and the duration of exposure to retinal slip,
the patient should view a target that is moving in the opposite
direction of the head while moving the head either horizontally or vertically.18 Second, a wide range of head movement frequencies should be applied, because the greatest changes in
VOR gain occur at the training frequencies.20,23 However, the
training frequencies should not be changed abruptly. Adaptive
changes in the VOR gain to retinal slip are greater when the
error signal is gradually incremented than when it is only applied at its maximal level.24 Third, various directions of head
movement should be employed, because this should provide
an otolithic input that will influence the training effects.20,25
Patients should perform exercises for gaze stability four to
five times daily for a total of 20-40 minutes/day, in addition
to 20 minutes of balance and gait exercises.26 During the exercises to induce retinal slip, good visual inputs-such as bright
room lights or with the curtains open-should be encouraged.27
There are also other ways to induce retinal slip, such as position error signals, imagined motion of the target, strobe light-
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Fig. 1. Exercises for enhancing gaze stability. A: Head turns. B: Head-trunk turns.

ing, and tracking of images stabilized on the retina (flashed after-images).22
While retinal slip is probably the most effective means of
stimulating VOR adaptation, other error signals may also be
used.22 Optokinetic visual stimuli also induce retinal slip,18 because smooth-pursuit eye movement itself is a part of the error
signal.28 The benefit is that the optokinetic visual stimulus
does not require head movements, and can be driven by oscillation of an optokinetic drum or of a light-emitting-diode stimulus.18 Unidirectional optokinetic training enhances vestibular responses in the corresponding direction. Thus, optokinetic
or combined vestibular-optokinetic training may improve the
VOR gain in unilateral peripheral vestibular dysfunction.29
During optokinetic visual stimuli, foveal and full-field stimuli work equally well in inducing adaptation.28
Even in the absence of a visual stimulus, the VOR gain can
be raised to near-unity by asking the subject to imagine an
earth-fixed target in darkness while moving the head. The
VOR suppression can be trained by asking the subject to imagine a head-fixed target in darkness during head movements
(Fig. 1B).30
Substitution by other eye-movement systems
Substitution by other eye-movement systems can effectively
cancel the vestibular deficit and so protect the patient from
perceiving smeared retinal images during head movements.
Such substitution is possible when the patient has active control of the response.19 The other eye-movement systems are described below.
Saccade modification
Corrective saccades become a part of the adaptive strategy to
augment the diminished slow-phase component of the VOR.22
Two kinds of saccade may be found in patients with vestibular
deficits. The first is a saccade of insufficient amplitude (under-

shoot). When the patient follows a target with the eyes and
head, a saccade to the target of decreased amplitude (undershoot) is initially generated, and then the eyes drift to the target. This keeps the eyes in a fixed position during head rotation.31 The second type is a saccade back toward the target (preprogrammed saccade). During an ipsilesional unpredictable
head rotation (yaw) away from a centrally positioned target,
the saccade is generated in the opposite direction to the head
rotation back toward the target.32
Enhancing smooth-pursuit eye movement
Smooth-pursuit eye movements can become a means of substitution for the deficient VOR. One study found that patients
with a deficient vestibular system exhibited an enhancement
in the pursuit system, with open- and closed-loop pursuit gains
that were about 9% higher than those of the controls.33 Patients
with severe bilateral vestibular loss also used smooth-pursuit
eye movements to maintain gaze stability during head movements while fixating on a stationary target. Exercises for enhancing eye movements are shown in Fig. 2.18,34
Central preprogramming
Eye movements occur before the onset of the head rotation
when the movement is anticipated. These eye movements are
not vestibular in origin, but result from central preprogramming and efferent copy of the motor command.35 Visual acuity
and VOR gains are better during predictable head movements
toward the defect than those during unpredictable head movements. This infers that when the required movement is anticipated, central preprogramming is more effective for maintaining gaze stability.18 The use of central programming of eye
movements to maintain gaze stability is greater among patients
with bilateral vestibular loss than among healthy subjects or
patients with unilateral vestibular loss.35

www.thejcn.com
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Fig. 2. Exercises for enhancing eye movements. A: Exercise for saccade and vestibulo-ocular reflex: 1, look directly at a target, ensuring
that your head is aligned with the target; 2, look at the other target; and 3, turn your head to the other target. B: Exercise for imagery pursuit: 1, look directly at a target, ensuring that your head is aligned with the target; 2, close your eyes; 3, slowly turn your head away from the
target while imagining that you are still looking directly at the target; and 4, open your eyes and check to see whether you have been able
to keep your eyes on the target; if not, adjust your gaze on the target.

Eye blinking during saccade
Both normal subjects and patients with unilateral vestibular
deficits perform a blink during gaze saccades. This may prevent smear of the retinal image and cancel a VOR inadequacy.36
Cervico-ocular reflex
During low-frequency head movements (e.g., lower than 0.5
Hz), the cervico-ocular reflex (COR) caused the eye to rotate
slowly in a direction opposite to the head movement.18 The
COR makes no significant contribution to eye movements in
normal subjects.37 However, in patients with bilateral vestibular loss, the COR takes on the role of the VOR in head-eye coordination by 1) initiating the anticompensatory saccade that
takes the eyes in the direction of the target and 2) generating
the subsequent slow compensatory eye movements.37 The
COR has been known to contribute to gaze stability only in patients with bilateral vestibular loss, at least during low-frequency head movements (e.g., lower than 0.5 Hz).18 However,
a recent study has revealed that the COR is also potentiated
in patients with unilateral vestibular loss.38

Enhancing postural stability

Postural stability recovery is slower than gaze stability recovery.15 The primary mechanisms of postural recovery are increasing reliance on the visual and somatosensory cues (substitution) and improving the vestibular responses (adaptation).20
Recovery of normal postural strategies is required in patients
with temporary deficits, while cases of permanent vestibular
deficits need compensatory strategies, such as relying on alternative somatosensory cues.39 The goals of VRT, and especially for postural stability, are to help patients to 1) learn to use
stable visual references and surface somatosensory information for their primary postural sensory system, 2) use the remaining vestibular function, 3) identify efficient and effective
alternative postural movement strategies,40 and 4) recover normal postural strategies. For these, the therapist should assess
whether the vestibular deficit is unilateral or bilateral, whether
there is remaining vestibular function, whether the patient is
overly reliant on particular sensory modalities such as vision
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or proprioception, and whether any other sensory impairment
is present.41 The Clinical Test for Sensory Interaction in Balance was designed to assess how sensory information from the
vestibular, visual, and somatosensory systems is used for postural stability.42 This test examines the patient’s body sway
while standing quietly for 20 seconds under the six different
sensory conditions that alter the availability and accuracy of
visual and somatosensory inputs for postural orientation.42
Somatosensory information is altered by having the patient
stand on a slab of foam.42 Vision is eliminated with eye closure
or blindfolds,42 or is altered by having the patient view the inside of dome (a modified Japanese lantern with vertical stripes
inside) that is attached to the head.42 Nowadays, a moving visual surround is used instead of the dome to alter vision during
the Clinical Test for Sensory Interaction in Balance.
Substitution by vision or somatosensory cues
Patients rely on somatosensory cues from the lower extremities during the acute stage, and on visual cues during the chronic stage.18 The visual inputs that arise from peripheral visual motion cues are more powerful than those from central
(foveal) visual motion.40 Although visual cues become increasingly important, they can be very destabilizing as a postural reference in patients with vestibular loss. If visual cues to
earth vertical are slowly moving or not aligned with gravity,
the patient may align the body based on visual cues and thereby destabilize him- or herself, particularly when the surface reference is unstable or unavailable.40 This phenomenon
is called visual dependency. When a patient is visually dependent, a moving visual scene (e.g., trucks passing in front of the
patient in the street) can be misinterpreted as a self-motion,
and the induced corrective postural adjustments can cause postural instability.41 Therefore, it is not optimal to foster visual
dependency (e.g., by teaching the patient to fixate on a stationary object and to decrease head movements while walking).20
Exercises for visual dependency
For patients who are visually dependent, exercises can be devised involving balancing with reduced or distorted visual in-
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put but good somatosensory inputs (e.g., in bare feet).41 These
patients should practice maintaining balance during exposure
to optokinetic stimuli such as moving curtains with stripes,
moving discs with multicolored and differently sized circles,
or even entire moving rooms.43 Exposure to optokinetic stimuli in the home environment may be accomplished by having
the patient watch videos with conflicting visual scenes, such as
high-speed car chases either on a video screen, busy screen savers on a computer, or moving large cardboard posters with
vertical lines.43 Patients may watch a video showing visually
conflicting stimuli while performing head and body movements and while sitting, standing, and walking.43
Exercises for somatosensory dependency
Somatosensory dependency may occur during vestibular recovery, especially in patients with bilateral vestibular deficits.
In contrast to patients with unilateral vestibular deficit, patients
with bilateral deficits rely on visual cues during the acute stage
and somatosensory cues during the chronic stage.18,44 Vestibular compensation would not be expected to rely solely on visual inputs in such cases. In this situation the somatosensory
cues are more important and could provide the requisite error
signals leading to static rebalancing of the vestibular nuclei.11
This phenomenon is known as somatosensory dependency. To
overcome this, patients should practice performing tasks while
sitting or standing on surfaces with disrupted somatosensory
cues for orientation, such as carpets, compliant foam, and
moving surfaces (e.g., a tilt board). An example is catching a
ball while standing on a carpet.43 Nevertheless, lost vestibular
function cannot be fully substituted by visual and somatosensory cues.18
Adaptation: improving the remaining vestibular function
If a patient is unstable when both visual and somatosensory
cues are altered, a treatment plan should be designed to improve the remaining vestibular function.45 Patients who are
most confident in their balance ability and are better able to increase their vestibular weighting will be compensated the best.40
Thus, the ultimate goal for regaining postural stability is to
help patients to learn to rely upon their remaining vestibular
function as much as possible, and not to depend upon their
vision and somatosensory function to substitute for the vestibular loss.40
It is necessary to gradually reduce or alter visual and somatosensory cues to teach patients to rely on their remaining
vestibular function.15,41 Patients should practice maintaining a
vertical position in the absence of visual or somatosensory
cues with their eyes open and closed and on both firm and compliant surfaces. Patients need to practice walking in diverse
environments, such as on grass, in malls, and during the ni-

ght.15 Therefore, the exercises designed to improve postural
balance are usually performed on a cushion with the eyes closed. The following exercises may also be included: 1) walking and turning suddenly or walking in a spiral path, and 2)
walking while a therapist orders them to turn to the right or
left.15 Exercises to improve balance in sitting and other positions are usually not necessary.15
Recovering postural strategies
Controlling the body position and orientation requires motor
coordination processes that organize muscles throughout the
body into coordinated movement strategies.43 These processes
are postural strategies, and are described below.
Normal postural strategies
Three main postural strategies are employed to recover balance during standing: ankle, hip, and step strategies. The ankle strategy involves standing in a wide stance and using ankle
torques in a bottom-up, inverted-pendulum type of sway. The
hip strategy involves standing in a narrow stance and using
rapid torques around the trunk and hips in a top-down control.46
The ankle strategy is more dependent on somatosensory than
vestibular function,46 while the hip strategy is more dependent on vestibular function.47 The ankle strategy involves moving the upper and lower parts of the body in the same direction
or in phase, whereas the hip strategy requires that the upper
and lower parts of the body move forward or backward in the
opposite direction or out of phase. The step strategy is a stepping movement used when stability limits are exceeded.
Abnormal postural strategies in vestibular dysfunction
Patients with vestibular loss use the ankle strategy but not the
hip strategy, even when the hip strategy is required for postural stability, such as when standing on one foot, across a narrow
beam, or in a heel-toe stance.46 Vestibular deficits may sometimes result in abnormally coordinated postural movement
strategies that would give rise to excessive hip sway.48 This can
cause a fall when the surface is slippery.41
Identifying efficient and effective postural strategies
Alternative postural strategies should be identified for patients
using abnormally coordinated postural strategies. These patients should be retrained to use the redundancy within the
balance system.41 Since the postural strategies are centrally
programmed and can be combined according to postural conditions, subject expectations, and prior experiences,47 the patient should practice performing a given strategy during self-initiated sway, or during tasks involving voluntary limb movements or in response to perturbations.41
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Fig. 3. Swaying back and forth. A: Bend forward and move the
center of your body backward with your toes up. B: Bend backward and move the center of your body forward with your heels
up. Repeat several times.

Recovering normal postural strategies
The ankle strategy can be practiced by swaying back and forth
and side to side within small ranges, keeping the body straight
and not bending at the hips or knees.43 Small perturbations
are used, such as a small pull or push at the hips or shoulders.
Patients perform various tasks, such as reaching, lifting, and
throwing.43 The hip strategy may be practiced by maintaining
balance without taking a step and making increasingly faster
and larger displacements (Fig. 3). This can be facilitated by restricting the force control at the ankle joints by standing across
a narrow beam, or standing heel to toe or in a single-limb stance. Patients can practice both voluntary sway and responses
to external perturbations on altered surfaces.43 The step strategy
can be practiced by the patient passively shifting his or her weight to one side and then quickly bringing the center of mass
back towards the unweighted leg, or in response to large backward or forward perturbations.43 Patients can also practice stepping over a visual target or obstacle in response to external perturbations.43
Other relevant information
The authors have experienced a patient with chronic vestibular loss who could ride a bicycle well despite having vertigo
and imbalance while walking. This may be an example of the
description by Brandt et al.49 of patients with acute vestibular
disorders who are better at maintaining their balance when
running than when walking slowly. This suggests that the automatic spinal locomotor program suppresses destabilizing
vestibular inputs.49
Using assistive devices
Light touch that provides a somatosensory cue without mechanical support is a powerful sensory reference for postural
control. Thus, the use of a cane, which acts as an extended haptic ‘finger’ for orientation to an earth reference, is an important
tool for postural rehabilitation.40 Falling is an important consequence of bilateral vestibular hypofunction, and patients
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should be counseled about the increased risk of falling. Assistive devices should especially be considered for persons older
than 65 years with bilateral vestibular loss.50 Unlike most patients with a unilateral disorder, those with bilateral vestibular deficits may require a walking aid, especially in the early stages. However, care should be taken to ensure that such patients do not become dependent on such aids.41
The authors experienced a blind man who did not wear caps
or gloves even in cold weather, because when he did he experienced a feeling of losing balance. This suggests that somatosensory information from the face serves a compensation function.51 Therefore, it may be recommended that patients with
balance disorders should avoid wearing caps or gloves when
they are walking.
Common mechanisms for gaze and postural stability
There are underlying mechanisms that are applicable to both
gaze and postural stabilities, as described below.
Decreasing head movements
Patients with peripheral vestibular lesion employ compensatory strategies that involve decreasing their trunk and neck
rotations in an effort to improve stability by avoiding head
movements.52 Patients typically turn “en bloc”, and may even
stop moving before they turn. This can lead to secondary musculoskeletal impairments including muscle tension, fatigue,
and pain in the cervical region, and sometimes also in the thoracolumbar region.52
Patients may not be able to actively achieve full cervical
range of motion as a result of dizziness, pain, or cocontraction,
although the passive range with the head supported against
gravity might be maintained.52 Patients use excessive visual
fixation and therefore have increased difficulty if asked to look
up or turn their heads while walking.52 However, this strategy
is not useful because it results in a limitation of normal activity
and does not provide a mechanism for seeing clearly during
head movements.18
Spontaneous cellular recovery in ipsilesional vestibular
function
Animal studies have produced evidence of spontaneous cellular recovery. Complete functional recovery of vestibular function was observed after streptomycin treatment in chicks, Gallus domesticus.53 Single-neuron studies also demonstrated
that a significant recovery of resting activity occurs in the vestibular nuclei ipsilateral to the lesion by the time the spontaneous nystagmus and roll head tilt have largely disappeared.51
However, it is unclear whether this cellular recovery is a significant factor in the restoration of vestibular function in humans.18
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Substitution by unaffected vestibular function
If the peripheral lesion is extensive, the ipsilateral vestibular
nucleus will become responsive to changes in the contralateral eighth-nerve firing rate by activating the commissural pathways.2 There may be adaptive substitution or compensation
within the central vestibular system of the unaffected side. A
beneficial result is the suppression of input from the affected
modality and the restoration of adequate spatial orientation
by the contralateral, unaffected vestibular nuclear complex.54
Corrective saccades occur at latencies that suggest that they
could be triggered from neck proprioception or from changes
in activity in the intact, contralateral vestibular afferents in
the case of unilateral vestibular hypofunction.22

Improving vertigo

Improving the vertigo should be the primary goal in most patients with provoked positioning vertigo without a definite diagnosis but with a benign etiology.2 This can be achieved by
habituation of abnormal vestibular responses to rapid movements.1 The therapist identifies the typical movements that
produce the most intense symptoms and provides the patient
with a list of exercises that reproduce these movements.2 The
motion sensitivity test is used to assess the positions and movements that provoke symptoms. This test employs consecutive movements and positions such as turning the head or
body during lying, sitting, or standing.15 Habituation is a reduction in the magnitude of the response to repetitive sensory stimulation, and it is induced by repetitive exposures to a
provoking movement.43
Habituation is specific to the type, intensity, and direction
of the eliciting stimuli. In most cases, the provoking movement
is a less frequently executed movement during daily activities.
Repetition of the originally abnormal signal will stimulate
compensation.55 The therapist should sometimes distinguish
pure BPPV from positional vertigo resulting from poor compensation after a labyrinthine injury.2 Provoked vertigo disappears when the central compensation stimulated by the exercise has developed sufficiently.43,56 After habituation, the
spatial disorientation becomes the usual one and then begins
to be integrated into the normal processing mechanism.55 If
patients can persevere with their program, most will begin to
notice dramatic relief of positional vertigo within 4-6 weeks.21
The habituation effect is slower for the aged and the end result may not be complete success in some patients.56 The habituation effect persists for a very long time after application
of the stimulus.55 The Brandt-Daroff exercise is also a habituation therapy.57 The present authors have experienced many
patients who experience vertigo induced by bending over
their neck or trunk. The exercise for those patients is presented
in Fig. 4.

A  

B  

Fig. 4. Exercises for improving vertigo. A: Stand with one arm elevated over the head, with the eyes looking at the elevated hand. B:
Bend over and lower the arm diagonally with the eyes continuously looking at the hand until the hand arrives at the opposite foot.
Repeat with the other arm.

Habituation exercises are inappropriate for patients with
bilateral vestibular loss, because they are designed to decrease
unwanted responses to vestibular signals rather than to improve gaze or postural stability.52 However, for those patients
with bilateral vestibular deficits, the theoretical benefit to
eye-head habituation activities (although not specifically tested) is a reduction in oscillopsia.1 Certain habituation exercises
such as rising quickly should not be performed by the elderly,
because they might induce orthostatic hypotension.15

Improving activities of daily living

The ultimate goal of vestibular recovery should be to enable
the patient to return to all of his or her normal activities of daily living. Therefore, VRT is not considered to be complete until the patient has returned to normal work or is satisfactorily
resettled. Patients who are unable to return to their normal
work and in whom the disability is likely to last at least 6
months are considered to be disabled.4 To achieve the final
goal of vestibular recovery, the exercise is integrated into normal activities such as walking,43 rather than being performed
with the patient sitting or standing quietly.58 Various games
can be introduced to reduce the monotony of purely remedial
exercises.14 Patients who are gradually and safely exposed to
a wide variety of sensory and motor environments are teaching their nervous systems to identify strategies to accomplish
functional goals.40
All patients who receive customized VRT programs are also
provided with suggestions for a general exercise program
that is suited to their age, health, and interests. For most, this
would at least involve a graduated walking program. For many,
a more strenuous program is suggested that may include jogging, walking on a treadmill, doing aerobic exercises, or bicycling. Activities that involve coordinated eye, head, and body
movements such as golf, bowling, handball, or racquet sports
may be appropriate. Swimming should be approached cautiously because of the disorientation experienced by many vewww.thejcn.com
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stibular patients in the relative weightlessness of the aquatic
environment.2 Older adults who talk as they walk with assistive devices are more likely to fall than those who do not talk
as they walk.59 Therefore, older patients should be instructed
that when a conversation is started they should stop walking
in order to prevent falling.59 If rapid head movements cause
imbalance, the patients should be advised not to drive.60

ogy, or a slowly progressive tumor, it is difficult for the CNS to
compensate, and exercise therapy is generally useless.9,39 Patients with spontaneous or continuous symptoms of disequilibrium, a history of head injury, permanent disability, or severe
postural control abnormalities perform the poorest in existing
therapy programs.9

Lesion site

Factors Affecting Recovery
Factors affecting recovery are medications, visual and somatosensory inputs, stage at which treatment is commenced,
daily exercise duration, symptom intensity, the site of the lesion, the patient’s age, and psychogenic factors.

Medications

The use of centrally acting medications such as vestibular
suppressants, antidepressants, tranquilizers, and anticonvulsants has no adverse effect on the eventual therapy outcome.
However, the mean duration of therapy required to achieve the
eventual outcome is significantly longer in patients using medication.1,2,9

Visual and somatosensory inputs

Recovery is delayed if visuomotor experience is prevented during the early stage after unilateral vestibular loss.27 Avoidance
of movements and body positions that provoke vertigo also
retards recovery.2

Stage at which treatment is commenced

It was initially believed that the earlier patients commence exercises, the quicker and better the results.4,16,29 However, the
lack of an adverse effect of duration of symptoms on therapy
outcome argues against there being a critical period. It is currently accepted that there is no critical time period within
which individuals achieve a significant functional improvement.9,26

Daily exercise duration

Brief periods of unidirectional optokinetic stimulation (30 seconds, ten times daily for 10 days) can produce VOR gain changes after unilateral vestibular loss in humans.29 Therefore,
we postulate that even brief periods of stimulation can induce
recovery of vestibular function.

Symptom intensity

Symptom intensity does not influence the therapy outcome.1
However, if the lesion is unstable, such as a fluctuating vestibular deficit (e.g., Ménière’s disease), incomplete damage, a
positional phenomena (BPPV), ongoing labyrinthine pathol-
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Patients with a central or mixed lesion expect a prolonged period of therapy, but the final outcome does not vary with the
location. Those with mixed lesion sites may require longer therapy,9,60 and patients with a pure central lesion demonstrated
a trend for a more successful therapy outcome compared with
those with mixed lesions.2 A lesion of the cerebellum delays
recovery.61 Patients with a head injury and associated vestibular deficit show less improvement with treatment,62 and have
a significantly worse outcome.1

Patient age

The patient’s age does not affect the final level of recovery, but
it does sometimes prolong the time required to receive the
maximum benefit from therapy.1,2,9,26,63

Psychogenic factors

Complicating features of anxiety, depression, or excessive dependence on medications may hinder vestibular compensation.2

Practicing the Exercises
Principles of the exercises

Before commencing exercises, simple techniques for reducing neck tension may be needed (e.g., shoulder shrugging, shoulder/arm rotation, and gentle stretching exercises specific
for the neck region).43 Head movements must be encouraged
both to induce vestibular adaptation and to habituate the symptoms provoked by movement.15 Patients should practice a wide
range of functional tasks in various contexts, including maintaining balance with a reduced base of support, maintaining
balance while changing the orientation of the head and trunk,
and maintaining balance while performing various upper-extremity tasks.43
The exercises for VRT include general strengthening and
flexibility exercises, voluntary eye movements and fixations
(visual stabilization exercises), active head movements (recalibration of the VOR), active body movements (improvement of vestibulospinal regulation), substitution exercises for
the use of various senses (particularly somatosensory cues) and
vision, visual-dependency exercises, somatosensory dependence exercises, habituation exercises, education for using assistive devices, and safety awareness techniques to avoid falls.64
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Components of the exercises

Key exercises for enhancing gaze stability, enhancing eye movements, enhancing postural stability, and improving vertigo are
described in Table 1.

Exercise modification

The exercises can be modified by performing them under various conditions (Table 2).

Exercise frequency and duration

Patients should perform exercise for gaze stability four to
five times daily for a total of 20-40 minutes/day, plus 20 minutes/day of balance and gait exercises.26 Each exercise may be
performed at least twice per day, beginning with five repetitions of each and increasing to ten repetitions.17

How to progress
Follow-up visits
Patients are typically seen once every 1-2 weeks and are provided with a specific daily home exercise program. During
each visit the therapist addresses the specific problems and goals of the individual patient. As a patient’s progress in therapy plateaus, he or she is switched from customized exercises
to a maintenance program comprising a wide variety of motion-orientated activities.1
Progressing to the next session
The ability to perform specific exercises without dizziness
means that the condition of the patient has improved and that
those particular exercises have become easier.43 Therefore,

Table 1. The key exercises for VRT based on the goals are described
1. Exercises for enhancing gaze stability
1) Head turns: Rotates the head side to side horizontally with gaze fixed on a stationary target. Do the same exercise with vertical
head turns (Fig. 1A).15,17,52
2) Head-trunk turns: Rotates the head and trunk together (en block) horizontally with gaze fixed on the thumb while the arm
moving together with the trunk [modified from Zee’s exercise (Fig. 1B)60].
3) Head turns while walking: While walking in a straight line, the patient rotates the head horizontally to the left and right with gaze
fixed on a stationary target. Do the same exercise with vertical head turns.60
2. Exercises for enhancing eye movements.
1) Saccade: Keeps the head still and moves only the eyes. Imagine horizontally placed two targets close enough together that
while looking directly at one. Look at one target and quickly looks at the other target, without moving the head. These
movements are repeated several times (one of the Cawthorne-Cooksey exercise60).
2) Pursuit: Keep the head still and moves only the eyes. Extends one arm forward and make the thumb (target) up, and turn the
arm side to side while focusing on the thumb (modified from one of the Cawthorne-Cooksey exercise60).
3) Saccade and vestibulo-ocular reflex: Horizontally placed two targets are imagined. For example, two arms are extended
forward with two thumbs (target) up. Look at a target, being sure that the head is lined up with the target. Then, look at the
other target and turn the head slowly to the target. Repeat in the opposite direction. Repeat both directions several times (Fig. 2A).52
4) Imagery pursuit (remembered target exercise). Look directly at a target, being sure that the head is lined up with the target.
Close the eyes, and the head is slowly turned away from the target while imagining that one is still looking at the target. Then,
open the eyes and whether the target is kept in focus is checked. If not, adjust the gaze on the target. Repeat in the opposite
direction. It should be as accurate as possible. Repeat both directions several times (Fig. 2B).52
3. Exercises for enhancing postural stability.
1) Stand on one leg. Stay for 15 seconds. Switch to the other leg (one of the Cawthorne-Cooksey exercise60).
2) Standing with the feet heel-to-toe with both arms extended. Stay for 15 seconds. Switch to the other leg.15,17
3) Sway back and forth. Locate the patient behind a chair and before a wall. This prevents the patient from falling. The patient
starts with bending low and move the center of body backward with the toes up. Next is bending backward and move the
center of body forward with the heels up. Repeat 10 times (one of the authors’ exercise)(Fig. 3).
4) March in place.17
4. Exercises for decreasing vertigo
Stand with one arm elevated over the head, with the eyes looking at the elevated hand. Bend over and low the arm diagonally
with the eyes continuously looking at the hand until the hand arrives at the opposite foot. Repeat 10 times (one of the authors’
exercise)(Fig. 4).
5. Exercises for improving activities of daily living
1) Gait with sharp or wide turns to the right and left.17
2) Go from a seated to a standing position, then return to sitting (One of the Cawthorne-Cooksey exercise60).
VRT: vestibular rehabilitation therapy.
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Table 2. The exercises can be modified by performing them under various conditions
Exercises

Gaze stability

Eye movements

Postural stability

Open

o

o

o

Closed

o

o

o

Horizontal

o

o

Vertical

o

o

Slow

o

o

o

Fast

o

o

o

Small

o

o

o

Large

o

o

o

Fixed

o

o

Moving

o

o

Imaginary

o

o

Far

o

o

Near

o

o

Sitting

o

Standing

o

Shoulder width apart

o

o

Together

o

o

Conditions
Eye
Head movement
Speed
Movement amplitude
Target location

Target distance
Posture
Foot position

Arm position

Base hardness

Base width

o

Tandem

o

Single leg

o

Outstretched

o

Close to the body

o

Across the chest

o

Hard

o

Soft

o

Cushion

o

Wide

o

Narrow
Gait

o

o

Static

o

Walking

o

more difficult and demanding tasks using varying speeds of
movements should be introduced as the patient improves.43

owly while looking at a target on the ceiling. If the patient can
sit up, a few key exercises may be started.

Maintaining compensation
Once all of the exercises can be performed without dizziness,
patients should maintain a high degree of physical activity
(e.g., playing ball games or dancing) in order to sustain the
achieved compensation.43 It should be kept in mind that after
compensation is achieved, periods of stress, fatigue, or illness
may result in a temporary recurrence of vertigo.43

Nausea
When nausea or vomiting occurs during exercises, patients
are advised to return to the performing the previous exercise on
their programs until the nausea becomes prohibitive.1 At that
point they should stop the program and begin again at the
next scheduled time. When symptoms cannot be handled in
this manner, antiemetic medication is used simultaneously.
This approach is also used when the exercises stimulate prolonged periods of aggravated vertigo following the exercise
activity, thereby disrupting daily routines. In this case, simultaneous administration of vestibular suppressants may be required.1

Special situations
The acute period
A patient may experience nausea or vomiting in the first several hours after an acute vestibular lesion. This can be relieved
by adequate medications. After the nausea or vomiting subsides, the patient quietly lies down and turns the head very sl-
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Glasses
While good visual inputs are recommended, eye glasses can ag-

Han BI et al.

gravate vertigo during head oscillation. The present authors
recommend that in such cases eye glasses should not be worn
during the exercise.
Safety concerns
The environment must be modified to allow a patient to practice the exercises safely and without the continual supervision
of a therapist.43 Therefore, patients who are very unsteady or
fearful of falling should practice movements while wearing a
harness connected to the ceiling, standing between parallel
bars, standing close to a wall or corner, or standing with a chair
or table in front of them.43

Summary
Exercises related to eye and head movements are key to improving gaze stability, whereas exercises performed while standing on a narrow base or a cushion with the eyes closed are
key to improving postural stability. VRT is applicable to patients with stable vestibular lesions whose vestibular function
is poorly compensated, regardless of their age, the cause of their lesion, and symptom duration and intensity. The use of centrally acting medications and visual/somatosensory deprivation should be avoided. Safety is a major concern, so that therapists should always monitor patients during a treatment
session. Education and instruments for safety should always
be accessible to patients. VRT reduces the cost of treating vertigo by reducing unnecessary medications and studies, and
by shortening the recovery period. Indeed, VRT is safe, effective, and without reported adverse effects-it currently represents the most useful tool for the alleviation of protracted vertigo.
More information of specific exercise techniques and therapy program designs is available at http://retrainings.com.
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